Single-particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (sp-ICP-MS) has become an effective tool for the detection and quantification of inorganic nanoparticles (NPs). While sizing of NPs suspended in water is relatively straightforward by sp-ICP-MS, accurate mass quantification of NPs in complex media, such as consumer products and natural systems still remains a challenge. When NPs are suspended in a complex medium, the matrix may affect the analyte sensitivity and lead to inaccurate NP sizing. Here, we investigate the use of an online microdroplet calibration system to size NPs in a single step. In this setup, microdroplets-which are used as the calibrant to determine elemental sensitivities-and nebulized NP-containing solutions are introduced concurrently into the ICP via a dual-inlet sample introduction system. Because calibrant microdroplets and analyte NPs experience the same plasma conditions, both the microdroplets and the NPs are subjected to the same matrix-related signal enhancement or suppression. In this way, the microdroplet calibration standards are automatically matrix matched with the NP-containing solution. The online microdroplet calibration system is combined with an ICP-TOFMS instrument for simultaneous measurement of multiple elements in microdroplets and NPs. We investigate the ability of online microdroplet calibration to compensate for matrix effects through a series of experiments, in which Ag and Au NPs are measured with variable plasma-sampling positions, varying concentrations of HCl and HNO 3 , varying concentrations of single element solutions, and high concentrations of a salt matrix, i.e. phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Through these experiments, we demonstrate that the online microdroplet calibration strategy provides a matrix-independent mass quantification of analyte NPs in the presence of several established types of matrix effects, including acid effects, space-charge effects, and ionisation suppression. In results presented here, we focus on the size determination of the NPs.
Introduction
Single-particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (sp-ICP-MS) is an established method for the determination of metal and metal-oxide nanoparticle (NP) mass distributions and particle number concentrations (PNCs).
1-3 State-of-the-art sp-ICP-MS measurement systems can measure NPs down to $6.4 nm in diameter for gold NPs ($2.2 ag Au, $7000 atoms), 4 though size detection limits vary with NP composition, instrumentation, and how detection limits are dened. 5, 6 Additionally, sp-ICP-MS can be used to accurately measure PNCs at environmentally relevant concentrations, from $10 6 to 10 8 particles per mL. 5, 7 Motivation for the development of sp-ICP-MS stems from the expanding use of nanotechnologies in commercial and industrial products as well as the recognized need for measurement tools to characterize NPs released from their product hosts and assess routes of human exposure and environmental impact. 8, 9 To this end, many national and international research consortia have been established to develop and evaluate analytical techniques and procedures for NPs analysis (NanoFASE, 10 ACEnano, 11 CEINT, 12 SNSF NRP 64, etc.). The research focus of these groups has helped bring sp-ICP-MS from method development 1, 5, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] to application, such as for the monitoring of engineered TiO 2 NPs in surface waters, 21 or the capability to distinguish natural NPs from engineered NPs using their elemental ngerprint, 22 as well as several interlaboratory comparison studies. 23 , 24 Research on sp-ICP-MS a ETH Zurich, Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences, Laboratory ofalso led to the introduction of new ISO technical denitions such as ISO/TS 19590:2017, which sets a reference frame for the measurements of size distribution and concentration of inorganic NPs in aqueous media via sp-ICP-MS, as well as ISO/TS 17294-1:2004, which deals with the application of sp-ICP-MS in water quality. When measuring NPs in real samples (i.e. complex media), sp-ICP-MS can suffer from matrix effects in a way similar to that of conventional ICP-MS. Matrix effects in ICP-MS are well documented and can degrade the accuracy of measurements. In 1987, Tan and Horlick categorized matrix effects in ICP-MS as either matrix-induced spectral overlaps or matrix-induced signal intensity changes. 25 Spectral interferences occur when atomic or polyatomic ions are isobaric with analyte isotopes; for example, high concentration of NaCl produces ArNa + and ArCl + species that interfere with 63 Cu + and 75 As + , respectively. Common (and potential) spectral interferences in ICP-MS have been extensively catalogued. 26, 27 Nonetheless, spectral interferences are persistent and must be considered in ICP-MS measurements. A number of approaches exist to overcome spectral interferences, including prudent choice of quantica-tion isotope, mathematical abundance corrections, separation of isobaric species with mass resolution, 28 and chemical reaction or gas-phase collisions in reaction cells.
29,30
The second category of matrix effects-matrix-induced signal intensity changes-lead to different responses of the analyte in the matrix and calibration solutions, and are generally not as predictable as spectral interferences. The magnitude of the suppression or enhancement of analyte signal intensity depends on the properties of the matrix (composition, concentration, ionisation energies, and molecular weights), as well as the operating conditions of the ICP (plasma power and nebulizer gas ow rate) and the mass analyser (lens voltages). 25, 31, 32 Much research has been done to identify and correct matrix-induced signal-intensity changes, 33 and a complete review is beyond the scope of this report. Here, we discuss two key types of matrix effects that occur post sample introduction-ionisation suppression and space-charge effects-because these matrix effects could inuence the recorded NPs signals intensities, and thereby impact the accurate sizing of NPs.
In samples that contain high concentrations of easily ionized elements (EIEs), analyte element signals may be reduced because of ionisation suppression. 25 High numbers of EIEs causes an increase in the number of free electrons in the central channel of the plasma, which shis the thermal ionization equilibrium toward neutral atoms and thus reduces the fraction of ionised analyte atoms extracted into the mass analyser.
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Elements with higher rst ionisation potentials are particularly susceptible to this ionisation suppression. Likewise, introduction of any species that cools the plasma, such as excess solvent, can induce shis in ionisation position and ion-cloud densities of species in the plasma, which in turn causes analyte signals to be enhanced or suppressed dependent on the location of the shied ion cloud relative to the sampler orice. [36] [37] [38] In addition to changes in ionisation position due to plasma temperature effects, high matrix concentrations can defocus the extracted ion beam in the interface of the mass analyser. 39 This type of matrix effect is generically termed a space-charge effect, and is most pronounced with high-mass matrix species. In the extracted ion beam, high-mass-to-charge (m/z) ions tend to stay in the centre of the beam: lighter ions are accelerated more during coulombic repulsion interactions and thus are more diffuse in the extracted ion beam. [40] [41] [42] Together, ionisation suppression and space-charge effects indicate that highly ionisable elements with high mass relative to the analyte tend to induce the greatest plasma-and analyser-related matrix effects. For example, Olesik et al. 43 reported that the presence of a high-mass element (i.e. Pb) causes temporal broadening and attenuation of signals from a low-mass species (i.e. Li) when these analytes are introduced into the plasma in discrete microdroplets. They attributed this ion-signal broadening to increased size of the Li + ion cloud in the extracted ion beam due to space-charge effects in the mass analyser. As microdroplets may be used as proxy for NPs, 44 this study has direct implications to accurate NP sizing because NP signals could be attenuated in a similar fashion as microdroplets. However, it is more likely that NP signals will be affected by steady-state matrix effects controlled by the composition of the matrix in which NPs are suspended. Here, we investigate and attempt to correct for steady-state matrix effects, which occur in the plasma and the MS interface-including ionisation suppression and space-charge effects-and inuence signal magnitudes from single NPs. Our work is related to the fundamental studies of Lazar and Farnsworth who investigated matrix effects with a dual sample introduction system that they used to introduce matrix via a pneumatic nebulizer and analyte in microdroplets.
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If matrix-induced signal intensity changes are not sufficiently minimized or compensated for, these matrix effects will lead to spurious results that are sometimes difficult to identify. For this reason, care should be taken in ICP-MS analysis to control the impact of matrix effects via thoughtful experimental design. Common approaches applied to account for matrix effects include: sample dilution, matrix separation, ow injection, isotopic dilution, standard addition, use of internal standards, and matrix-matched calibration. 32 In sp-ICP-MS, non-matrix-matched element-sensitivity calibrations can lead to incorrect NP size determinations. 47, 48 Many of the measurement strategies for conventional solution-based ICP-MS analysis are applicable to sp-ICP-MS, including sample dilution, ow injection analysis, 49 matrix matching, 50 and matrix separation. [51] [52] [53] [54] However, all of these approaches have drawbacks. For instance, sample dilution can be disadvantageous in sp-ICP-MS for the analysis of real samples because it increases measurement time needed to acquire a statistically relevant number of particle events and could impact the stability of the NPs in natural samples. 55 Though it is important to note that sample dilutions are sometimes necessary to limit single-particle event frequency to appropriate levels. To correct for matrix effects without sample dilution, one could use matrix-matched calibration standards to determine element sensitivities; however, matrix matching is a challenge for complex samples and quickly becomes impractical for analysis of many sample types. Additionally, NP-containing matrices are oen pH neutral and incompatible with dissolved-element calibration standards. 47, 56, 57 Although theoretically possible, standard addition of NPs is challenging due to the limited availability of reference materials, as well as difficulty to separate signals from spiked NPs and analyte NPs, which is necessary for size distribution measurements.
Here, we investigate the use of an online-microdroplet calibration strategy to compensate for plasma-and MS-related matrix effects in the size determination of Au, SiO 2 -Au and Ag NPs. We build off initial studies of the dual sample-introduction system for online microdroplet calibration developed by Ramkorun-Schmidt et al. 58 and Hendriks et al. 48 In this system, we introduce microdroplets doped with calibrant elements concurrently with the NP-containing samples, so that the microdroplet standards and analyte NPs experience the same plasma conditions and the same steady-state matrix effects. Our system takes advantage of sparsity of NPs in the sample, which allows us to have "matrix-matched" microdroplet signals without substantially overlapping with NP signals. Additionally, while sp-ICP-MS is usually performed with quadrupole-or sector-eld mass analysers that record a single isotope at high time resolution, we use a time-of-ight mass analyser (ICP-TOFMS) to monitor all elements of interest in microdroplets and NPs simultaneously. We investigate the performance of our system with a variety of matrices, including acid matrices, single-element matrices to study space-charge effects, and high salt matrices to study ionisation suppression effects.
Experimental

Materials
Calibration solutions were prepared by diluting commercially available standard solutions in ultra-high purity (UHP) water with 1% sub-boiled HNO 3 In this study, two batches of Ag NPs (diameter 79 AE 7 nm and 80 AE 6 nm) and a single stock of Au NPs (diameter 80 AE 9 nm) from NanoComposix (USA) were measured. All NP stocks were delivered as aqueous suspensions stabilized with citrate. Samples were stored in the fridge, and then were allowed to reach room temperature and sonicated for 1 minute prior to dilution in given matrices. For the acid matrix effect studies, a silica (SiO 2 ) shell of $30 nm in thickness was synthesized around the purchased Au NPs (80 nm diameter, NanoComposix). Details of this synthesis procedure are provided in the ESI. † An overview of the different calibrant and matrix solutions used in the different experiments is also presented in the ESI, see Table S1 . †
Instrumentation and data acquisition
To investigate the effect of matrices on accuracy of NP sizing by sp-ICP-MS, as well as to correct for matrix effects via online microdroplet calibration, we combined an ICP-TOFMS instrument (icpTOF, TOFWERK AG, Switzerland) with a dual sample introduction system rst described by Ramkorun-Schmidt et al. 58 A schematic diagram of this setup is provided in Fig. 1 . Details of the ICP-TOFMS instrument can be found elsewhere. [59] [60] [61] In this setup, NP-containing samples were aspirated by a PFA MicroFlow pneumatic nebulizer (Element Scientic Inc., Omaha, USA) and double-pass cyclonic spray chamber. Microdroplets doped with the analyte of interest and a tracer element were produced by a commercial microdroplet generator (MD-E-3000, Microdrop Technologies GmbH, Germany) equipped with a 50 mm diameter Autodrop Pipette (AD-KH-501-L6). A calibrated video camera was used in all experiments to measure the diameter of the droplets produced by the microdroplet generator.
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Calibrant microdroplets were introduced through a 40 cm long stainless steel falling tube lled with a He/Ar gas mixture, which accelerates evaporation so that microdroplets were reduced to dried droplet residues by the end of the falling tube. 62, 63 Dried droplet residues were mixed with nebulized aerosols via a t-piece just in front of the injector base of the ICP torch. With this approach, NPs and matrices from the nebulizer and calibrant droplet residues were introduced simultaneously into the ICP (see Fig. 1 ). In our online-microdroplet calibration scheme, the nebulized sample was introduced continuously, while bursts of microdroplets were generated at the beginning and end of each sp-ICP-TOFMS dataset. Each burst of microdroplets consisted of 1000 microdroplets at 50 Hz. A tracer element (e.g. Cs) present in microdroplets was used to monitor droplet transmission to the ICP and distinguish microdroplet signals from NP signals. Operating conditions of the onlinemicrodroplet calibration sp-ICP-TOFMS system are provided in Table 1 . For single-element matrix studies, the multi-notch mass lter of the ICP-TOFMS instrument was used to attenuate matrix ions prior to TOF analysis and thus prevent detector saturation.
For the set of experiments in which Ag is introduced simultaneously as dissolved analyte through the pneumatic nebulizer (PN), in droplets, and as Ag NPs, different operating conditions than the ones outlined above were used. For this dataset, we did not use microdroplet bursts at the start and end of each analysis run or have a tracer element present in the microdroplets. Instead, microdroplets were introduced continuously at a frequency of 10 a From day to day slightly different droplet sizes provided the most reproducible and stable microdroplets. Microdroplets were measured during each set of experiments, so droplet size is accounted for. b During one experiment, the sampling position was varied from optimal conditions, i.e. from a sampling position of 6 mm to 10 mm.
c Data presented in Fig. 3 was collected on an earlier version of our ICP-TOFMS instrument, which had a shorter ight path (1 m) and operated with a TOF extraction frequency of 33.333 kHz. Ag signal from microdroplets was ten times higher than that from NPs, so signal origin could be easily assigned. Further details of Ag-species identication procedure are provided in Fig. S4 of the ESI † and a summary of element and matrix composition introduced through the pneumatic nebulizer and in microdroplets is provided in Table S1 . † For all measurements, apart from the Ag-analyte study described above, a conserved measurement scheme-as shown in Fig. 1-was used. 
Data evaluation and representation
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , each measurement run consisted of three distinct measurement regions: two "burst" regions during which microdroplets are introduced, and a NP detection region in the middle of the ICP-TOFMS signal time traces. Because the size and content of microdroplets is known, average microdroplet signals in each burst region are used to calculate sensitivities (counts per g) of calibrant elements; these sensitivities are used to calibrate mass present in individual NPs from the same measurement run (see ESI † for details). To isolate microdroplet-induced signals, the tracer element time trace is thresholded and signals from all calibrant elements are collected for each identied microdroplet. Single-particle signals from the "Single NP Detection Region", are processed via a conventional sp-ICP-MS algorithm to identify NP signals. 5, 64 In this algorithm, analyte signals were extracted from the raw data and binned into a frequency distribution based on the number of recorded counts per acquisition. Next, a threshold was set to discriminate between the background/ dissolved fraction and the particles fraction. In cases where the S/N was sufficient, this threshold was set visually, otherwise, a m + 5s criteria was applied, where m and s are the mean and standard deviation of the data set, respectively. The m + 5s criteria is found iteratively by removing all data points above m + 5s, recalculating m + 5s, and repeating until no signals remain above the threshold criteria. 65, 66 In the case of silver in Fig. 5 , signal from both isotopes 107 Ag and 109 Ag were combined to increase S/N. When reporting NP sizes, it is common to report the average or median value of the size distribution with the standard deviation representing the uncertainty. However, this approach gives limited information about the shape of the measured size distribution. Alternatively, some researchers present NP size distributions as histograms. By using histograms, the general shape of the distribution (e.g. normal, lognormal, bimodal, multimodal.), its tails, and symmetry/skewness, can deliver further insights regarding the state of the NPs (e.g. monodisperse, degraded, aggregates.).
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However, data visualization is challenging if many NP-size histograms need to be compared. Here, we report NP-size data as box and whisker plots in order to compare the sizing accuracy of NPs in various matrices. Box and whisker plots allow simple visual comparison of multiple datasets, but also provide important information about size distributions obtained, e.g. the central tendency (median), the mean, and the NPs sizes at the quartiles and the 1% and 99% quantiles (see Fig. S3 † in ESI for details). The spread of NP data can provide insight into state of the NPs, such as whether agglomerates are present. Additionally, box plots are less affected by binning bias than histograms.
Results and discussion
The research presented here builds off initial studies of the dual sample-introduction system for online microdroplet calibration.
48,58 Specically, Hendriks et al. 48 demonstrated that online microdroplet calibration can be used to accurately size Au NPs in fruit juices and milk, even in the presence of matrix-related signal attenuation. Here, we study the ability of the online microdroplet calibration approach to compensate for a range of different matrix effects caused by varying acid concentration and composition, space-charge from single-elements, and high concentrations of easily ionisable elements. For all of these matrices, we measure the attenuation or enhancement of NP-induced signals and quantify NP mass (i.e. size) with online microdroplet calibration. Importantly, the direction and magnitude of signal change due to any matrix effect depends both on the matrix and on the operating conditions of the ICP-MS, such as the nebulizer gas ow rate, plasma power, sampling position, and ion-optics design and settings of the mass analyser. 25, 31, 32 In this study, we investigate plasma-related matrix effects at set operating conditions (see Table 1 ). The magnitude and the direction of the matrix effects are measured as the change in normalized analyte-NP signal intensities, where the "no matrix" condition (i.e. optimal ICP operating conditions with UHP water as NP-containing matrix) serves as reference for normalization.
Proof-of-principle experiments: controlled alteration of plasma operating conditions
In order to assess if microdroplets can effectively be used to correct for plasma-related matrix effects, we rst investigated whether the analyte contained in the microdroplets and the analyte NPs introduced via the nebulizer behave similarly in the plasma and experience the same plasma conditions. In other words: do microdroplet residues atomize and ionize at roughly the same position in the plasma as NPs, and do they also respond to changes in plasma conditions in a similar manner? To answer these questions, we varied sampling position and nebulizer gas ow-these modications from the normal operating conditions change the relative fraction of ions sampled by the MS interface and help us gauge whether ions from microdroplets and NPs are being generated at similar positions in the plasma.
Sampling position variation. In this experiment, we altered the plasma conditions by increasing the sampling position (here, reported as distance from the end of the ICP torch to the tip of the sampler cone) and evaluated whether the Au-containing microdroplets introduced via the falling tube experienced the same plasma conditions as the Au NPs introduced via the nebulizer. Change in plasma-sampling position can result in ion-signal suppression or enhancement for a number of reasons. First, change in sampling position affects the number of ions sampled by the MS interface because the diffusion of free atoms and ions increases as the sampling position is moved farther from the optimum position. Second, elements may have different optimal sampling positions based on m/z, 36 metal-oxide boiling points, 68 rst ionisation energies, or initial particle size entering the plasma. 69 Finally, because the sampling cone is relatively cool compared to the plasma temperature, changes in sampling position can inuence the temperature prole and gas ow patterns of the plasma.
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In Fig. 2 , we present an overview of the results obtained while changing the sampling position from optimum position (6 mm) to farther from the MS inlet (10 mm). For all three species, namely 133 Cs present as tracer in the microdroplets, 197 Au present as calibrant in the microdroplets and 197 Au originating from the Au NPs, a general decrease in signal intensity is observed, which demonstrates that the microdroplets behave almost the same as analyte NPs in the plasma. By increasing the sampling position, ions are sampled further downstream of the point where particle vaporisation occurs, so a decrease in signal intensity due to atom and ion diffusion is expected. The only deviation from expectation comes at sampling position of 7 mm, at which the Au signal from the microdroplets does not decrease to the same extent as Au signal from NPs. This discrepancy could be the result of microdroplet-salt residues vaporising slightly further into the plasma than analyte NPs. A vaporisation position deeper in the plasma would cause slight differences in ion density position of Au for the NPs and the calibrant microdroplets. Moreover, this effect might not be observed with the Cs signal because the low rst IP of Cs (3.89 eV) causes near instantaneous ionisation and leads to spatial separation of Cs and Au ion densities in the plasma, with the Au density further along the plasma. Despite minor deviations between analyte NP and microdroplet calibrant signal intensities, Au signal recovered from the NPs and calibrated based on sensitivity recorded from the microdroplet standards results in a correct sizing of the Au NPs at all plasma-sampling positions. This study shows that online microdroplet calibration matches analyte NPs well enough to mimic NP behaviour in different plasma conditions and yield a successful sizing. Likewise, online microdroplet calibration also provides a means to correct for analyte intensity dri (see Fig. S2 in the ESI †). Nebulizer gas ow variation. In addition to changing sample position, we investigated the inuence of varying the nebulizer gas ow rate to assess whether the calibrant microdroplets and NPs of identical elements are affected in a similar way. In this experiment, we introduced dissolved isotopically enriched 109 Ag through the pneumatic nebulizer and spray chamber (PN/SC). Through the use of isotopically enriched 109 Ag, we are able to simultaneously assess matrix effects on a conserved element introduced into the plasma as three different forms, i.e. as solution in small (<$5 mm diameter) polydisperse aerosols from the PN/SC, in NPs suspended in same small aerosol droplets, and in dried monodisperse droplet residues. Results of this experiment are provided in Fig. 3 and details regarding the data evaluation are provided in the ESI Fig. S4 . † The responses of the three different Ag analytes (Ag in microdroplets, isotopically enriched 109 Ag in solution and Ag NPs)
were initially measured in an acid matrix (1% HNO 3 ), and then in a high matrix concentration of Li (100 mg L À1 , 14.4 mM). In both cases the Ag NPs were added right before the sample was aspirated into the nebulizer to make sure that the dissolution of the NPs was kept to a minimum. As seen in Fig. 3 , both matrices produce a maximum in signal intensity at a nebulizer gas ow rate of 1.03 L min À1 for all three sample introduction approaches. Furthermore, similar to previous studies, 25 we observe a more pronounced effect of the Li-matrix at higher gas ow rates. For example, at a gas ow rate of 0.94 L min À1 both matrices produce a normalized intensity of $0.5; however, at gas ow of 1.03 L min
À1
, the sample with Li matrix is 20% attenuated compared to the no-matrix sample, which would lead to a 20% error in analyte mass quantication. As observed with sampling position studies, we nd that online microdroplet calibration accounts for signal attenuation due to both changes in nebulizer gas ow rate and presence of the Li matrix: under all conditions, Ag NPs are sized within the manufacturerreported size distribution. Because microdroplet calibration accounts for signal attenuation by Li, Ag-NP signals can be collected with a nebulizer gas ow rate that provides maximum sensitivity without suffering quantication error due to matrix effects. Another critical observation from this work is that the sample introduction technique does not have a major impact on the analyte signal: Ag signals introduced via PN/SC liquid-sample introduction, as NPs, and as monodisperse microdroplets all follow similar trends both with PN gas ow change and in the Li matrix. This result supports the use of dissolved standards for sensitivity calibration in sp-ICP-MS and also suggests that the conventional matrix-matched external standards could be used to overcome matrix effects. The advantage of this online droplet calibration approach is that it provides an automatic online matrix matching; droplet composition does not need to be changed to account for varying plasma-related matrix effects caused by different NP-containing samples or instrument operating conditions.
Acid-related matrix effects
In routine ICP-MS analysis, samples are oen prepared in 1 or 2% HNO 3 ; however, the presence and concentration of acids in the analyte solution are not without consequences. Because acid changes the physical properties of the solvent such as density, surface tension, and viscosity, it also changes the aerosol formation, which has a large impact on ICP-MS signals.
The size of the droplets that make it through the spray chamber depends on the gas dynamics in the spray chamber, droplet-size distribution from the pneumatic nebulizer, and aerosol density.
71 Solvent droplets of lower densities and smaller diameters will be more likely to exit the spray chamber into the plasma. In previous studies, it was found that the overall transport efficiency of analyte decreases with increasing acid concentration of the sample. 72 This decrease in transport efficiency is attributed to a reduction of solvent evaporation in the spray chamber and an increase of average droplet size with increasing acid concentrations up to 2%. 73 In addition, introduction of acid solutions into the plasma can also cause local cooling of the plasma due to evaporation energy of acidic droplets and dissociation energy of acid solute. 74 It has been reported that acid-matrix effects could inuence the sizing of NPs in sp-ICP-MS because element standards dissolved in acid solutions can have different absolute sensitivities than NPs suspended in water.
47 Acid-dependent transport efficiencies can also cause a mismatch between the measured transport efficiency of acid solution into the plasma and the true mass ux for a water matrix-this mismatch will lead to inaccurate particle number concentration (PNC) determinations. 47 Here, we investigated the effect of increasing acid concentrations of HCl and HNO 3 on the size calibration of SiO 2 shelled Au NPs. The SiO 2 -Au NPs were introduced in solutions of HNO 3 and HCl at 0-10% (v/v) concentrations. The SiO 2 shell acted as a protective layer around the Au, preventing its dissolution in the acid solution. We were inspired to use SiO 2 -Au NPs to study acid-matrix effects based on previous work of Olesik et al. 47 Due to the presence of agglomerates, an additional upper threshold was set in the data analysis to exclude these NPs clusters from the sizing data analysis (see ESI for details, Fig. S5 and Table S2 †) . Fig. 4 gives an overview of the recorded signal intensities for the tracer 133 Cs present in the microdroplets and for 197 Au present in both NPs and microdroplets as a function of the increasing acid concentrations. These results demonstrate that increasing concentrations of HNO 3 and HCl cause plasma-based matrix effects. In the case of HNO 3 , increasing concentration of acid lowers the absolute sensitivity for Au in both the NPs and in the microdroplets. On the other hand, 133 Cs shows a steadier signal. These observations are consistent with steady-state acid effects reported by Stewart and Olesik, where they also observed reduced analyte ionisation efficiency with increasing acid concentration. 71 As Au has a higher ionisation potential than Cs (9.23 eV vs. 3.89 eV), it is more affected by the local changes in plasma temperature caused by the acid. The Au-containing microdroplets show sensitivity decrease similar, but not identical, to that of the SiO 2 -Au NPs suspended in the acid-containing solution. The cause of the $10% difference in change in signal magnitude between SiO 2 -Au NPs and Au-containing microdroplets is not certain. But, it is likely that the SiO 2 -Au NPs and Au-salt residue particles from the microdroplets vaporise and ionise at different positions in the plasma and this affects the magnitude of matrix effects experienced.
For the HCl matrix, we observe a slight increase of 15% in both SiO 2 -Au NP and Au-microdroplet sensitivities in the presence of 1% (v/v) HCl, and then a signicant decrease of 25 to 30% in sensitivities in the presence of 10% HCl. A change in NP signal intensity indicates that plasma-related matrix effects occur: if only sample introduction rate was changing, then the NP intensity should not change because individual NPs have constant mass. Our results contradict previous reports, 47 which found Au signal enhancement in HCl acid to be caused mostly by increased sample transport efficiency and to only affect dissolved Au solution (i.e. not Au NPs), which would impact the calculated size of the NPs. Here, we mainly observe plasmarelated matrix effects. This difference in results can be explained by the many co-dependent parameters in an ICP-MS experiment, from nebulizer and spray chamber design, to various gas ows, to sampling position, to plasma power.
As shown in Fig. 3 , when dissolved analyte and NPs are both introduced through the nebulizer and experience the same trend with the matrix (i.e. Li), an external matrix match calibration using dissolved standards should be possible as long as these standards are stable in the given matrix. However, Fig. 4 (a) Overview of the observed trends over different acid concentrations, for 197 Au signal measured from the NPs introduced via the pneumatic nebulizer, and from the microdroplets introduced via the falling tube, as well as for in the case of the increasing nitric acid content, matrix-matched calibration with Au dissolved standard is not possible because Au is not stable in nitric acid. Our results demonstrate that online microdroplet calibration enables accurate mass quantication of the analyte Au NPs in all acid concentrations. Again, the calibrant microdroplets serve as matrix-matched standards that effectively model the behaviour of analyte NPs to produce accurate NP-size information. In addition to signal attenuation or enhancement, change in acid composition can also affect sample transport efficiency into the plasma, which has implications on PNC determination. Online microdroplet calibration does not correct for matrix-related sample transport efficiencies and we do not evaluate PNCs here. When dealing with equimolar concentrations of various matrix elements, the heavy matrix elements (i.e. Pb and Lu) induce more severe analyte signal suppression than light matrix elements (i.e. Li and Mg). Calibrant microdroplet residues experience similar matrix effects to the Ag NPs, which allows for accurate sizing even in the presence of a signal-suppressing single-element solution. As seen in Fig. 5 , the median size of the Ag NPs as determined by sp-ICP-TOFMS of the Ag NPs was consistently smaller than expected. This decrease in NP diameter could be due to sample deterioration. Importantly, even a small undersizing of NPs by the online microdroplet calibration approach is minor compared to potential inaccuracies caused by matrix-dependent element sensitivities. For example, the approximate 80% decrease in signal observed for Ag NPs in 2.4 mM Pb would result in an approximately 42% decrease in the determined particle diameter if the mass sensitivity of Ag was not measured in the Pb matrix solution via online microdroplet calibration.
The suppression of ion signal from both Ag NPs and Ag in the microdroplets caused by Pb and Lu matrices, as well as the absence of a pronounced suppression from Li and Mg, is best explained as a space-charge effect in the ion-extraction region of the mass spectrometer. [40] [41] [42] Because Lu and Pb ions are heavier than Ag ions, they tend to stay in the centre of the extracted ion beam and electrostatically accelerate the Ag ions away from the centre, which makes the Ag ion cloud more diffuse and lowers Ag ion signal intensity. When lighter ions and Ag ions are coulombically repelled, the light ions are accelerated more than the Ag ions. In this case, the light ions tend to get more diffuse and don't cause space-charge dilution of the Ag ion cloud to as great an extent. Space-charge repulsion in the ion-extraction region of the MS interface is relatively constant so long as the number of matrix ions is much greater than the number of analyte ions-in our case, this is achieved for both NPs and microdroplets, so online microdroplet calibration compensates for ion-signal suppression caused by space charge. Apart from space-charge effects, high matrix concentrations can consume the energy typically used to vaporise and ionise analyte species in the ICP, which results in a cooler plasma and in a shi in ionisation position of the analytes. It is possible that some of the ion suppression observed in Fig. 5 is related to plasma effects rather than space-charge. However, we observe no conclusive trend according to rst IP of the matrices, which would have required the investigation of elements with higher ionization potentials such as 9.8 and 10.4 eV for As and P, respectively. Indeed, for Li, Mg, Lu and Pb, which predominantly exist as ions, only space charge effects were observable. Suppression seems most correlated to the mass of the matrixelement. 
Application study: phosphate-buffered saline matrix effect
From the above results with online microdroplet calibration and various matrix effects, it is clear that this calibration approach has potential to be used as a matrix-independent system for quantication of element mass in NPs by sp-ICP-MS. The online and automatic matrix matching capabilities of the approach make it ideal for the detection of metal NPs in diverse matrices. Here, we investigate the use of our online microdroplet calibration approach for the quantication of Au NPs in a biologically relevant matrix, i.e. phosphate buffered saline (PBS). PBS is a buffer solution that closely mimics the pH, osmolarity, and ion concentrations of the human body. We were motivated to measure NPs in PBS because there is an increasing use of engineered NPs in medical and biological applications, from NP use as contrast agents and in cancer therapy 75, 76 to sustained efforts in nanotoxicology to understand mechanisms of NP uptake and toxicity in living systems.
77,78 sp-ICP-MS is a tool that can be used to understand fate and transport of NPs at the single-particle level, with sufficient sensitivity to study the effects of relevant PNCs in biological systems. For these reasons, there is growing interest in sp-ICP-MS in biology, 79 including recent reports of sp-ICP-MS used for the detection of NPs in blood 50, 80 and other body uids.
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Especially relevant to our study, Witzler et al. 50 demonstrated that matrix-matched external calibration can be used to accurately quantify Ag and Au NPs spiked into whole human blood.
In Fig. 6 , we present size-distribution histograms for the analysis of 80 nm diameter Au NPs spiked into increasing concentrations of PBS. As the PBS concentration increases, the high concentration of sodium introduced into the plasma causes an ionisation suppression matrix effect that leads to the attenuation of Au signal from both NPs and calibrant microdroplets. In Fig. 6 , we also plot the size distributions of Au NPs that would have been measured in the various PBS concentrations without online microdroplet calibration. With twice diluted PBS (77.5 mM NaCl, $0.5% [v/v]), Au NP signal is attenuated by 72%, which would lead to a undersizing of the NP diameter by about 35% without correction for signal suppression by PBS. However, with online microdroplet calibration, the NP size histogram and median NP diameter is mostly conserved in all PBS concentrations. In Fig. 6 , it is apparent that, at high PBS concentrations (and high signal suppression), the measured histograms of the Au NPs gets broader; this broadening is caused by increased relative standard deviation of suppressed signals due to lower ion counts measured per NP. As mentioned previously, a common approach to reduce matrix effects is to dilute the sample. Indeed, as can be observed in Fig. 6 , a 100-fold dilution of PBS would enable accurate NP sizing without signal suppression by PBS. In fact, this dilution strategy has been used before; in 2002, Zhang et al.
82 measured bulk colloidal Au NP concentrations in a heavily diluted PBS matrix ($10 mM PBS) without suffering from matrix effects. When possible, dilution is an excellent approach to minimize matrix effects in sp-ICP-MS. However, real samples oen contain such low PNCs that dilution cripples the possibility of measuring statistically relevant number of NPs within reasonable measurement times. Also, dilution of concomitant matrix species can destabilize NPs. Online microdroplet calibration allows for accurate quantication of NP mass in both situations that do and do not allow for sample dilution.
Conclusions
Thanks to its capabilities to distinguish dissolved content from particulates as well as to measure NPs at environmentally relevant concentrations, sp-ICP-MS has found its place in the analytical toolbox for NPs analysis. In this work, we show that online microdroplet calibration can be used to account for plasma-and MS-related matrix effects. We demonstrate accurate and matrix-independent mass quantication of Ag and Au NPs with variable sampling positions, and in the presence of acid-matrix effects, space-charge effects caused by single-element matrices, and a high-salt matrix, PBS. Our calibration approach can be used to correct for steady-state matrix effects; however, we have not yet studied the ability of the system to account for matrix effects caused by the composition of the NP itself, i.e. particle-related matrix effects. 83, 84 Additionally, the calibration system we presented does not account for sample-introduction related matrix effects that could lead to matrix-dependent PNCs; future work will address online calibration of sample transmission efficiency for PNC measurements. Finally, it has been reported that microdroplets themselves perturb local plasma conditions and could cause a microdroplet-based matrix effect. 85, 86 We see no evidence of these effects in our measurements, but it is worth further consideration. From the set of experiments performed in this work, we can now emphasize some practical benets of the online microdroplet calibration combined with sp-ICP-TOFMS compared to conventional sp-ICP-MS. Online microdroplet calibration allows for absolute sensitivity (counts per g) determination for all elements in microdroplet calibration standards, which enables quantication of multiple NP types in either a single measurement run, or at least with the same calibration solution. Online microdroplet calibration also eliminates the use NP standards for detection efficiency determination, which reduces measurement steps needed for sp-ICP-MS measurements and the need for hard-to-get certied NP reference materials. With our calibration approach, there is also no need to bracket NP analyses with calibration standard runs because the microdroplet calibration inherently accounts for instrument dri. Matrix-compensation capabilities of online microdroplet calibration increase the general robustness of sp-ICP-MS measurements and improve the reliability of NP quantication in diverse matrices. In principle, our online microdroplet calibration approach can be adapted to conventional quadrupole and sector-eld-based ICP-MS instruments. However, the use of ICP-TOFMS extends the benets of our calibration system because this analyser allows for the simultaneous measurement and quantication of diverse NP types, which will allow for high-throughput measurements that are necessary to understand NP populations in, for example, environmental samples. In the future, we will extend the use of online microdroplet calibration combined with sp-ICP-TOFMS for the simultaneous quantication of multiple NP-types in natural samples.
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